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Important Risk Disclosure for PAIF
• ABF Pan Asia Bond Index Fund (“PAIF”) is an exchange traded bond fund which seeks to provide investment returns that corresponds closely to the
total return of the Markit iBoxx ABF Pan-Asia Index (“Index”), before fees and expenses, and its return may deviate from that of the Index.
• PAIF primarily invests in local currency government and quasi-government bonds in eight Asian markets, comprising of China, Hong Kong,
Indonesia, Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore and Thailand.
• Investment involves risks, including risks of exposure to bonds in both developed and emerging Asia markets. Investors may lose part or all of their
investments.
• PAIF is not “actively managed” and will not try to “beat” the market it tracks.
• The Executives’ Meeting of East Asia and Pacific Central Banks group (the “EMEAP”) member central banks and monetary authorities are like any
other investors in PAIF and each of them may dispose of their respective interest in the Units they hold. There are no guarantees that the EMEAP
member central banks and monetary authorities will continue to be investors in PAIF.
• The trading price of PAIF may differ from the underlying net asset value per share.
• PAIF may not be suitable for all investors. Investors should not invest based on this marketing material only. Investors should read the PAIF’s
prospectus, including the risk factors, take into consideration of the product features, their own investment objectives, risk tolerance level etc and
seek independent financial and professional advices as appropriate prior to making any investment.
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Q: Where do you see the inflows come from mainly?
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A: The inflows for Asian bonds we have seen so far mainly
coming from investors within Asia. Of course we have seen also
inflows from other parts of the world, but principally are driven
by Asian investors, who are more familiar with the landscape
within Asia. They feel that Asian bonds should form part of
their core asset allocation.
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Q: How has the performance of Asian bonds been?
A: Asian bonds had a very strong performance at the beginning
of this year, due to the fact that Asian bonds have been sold off
in the past few years. But since then, investors have increased
allocation to Asian bonds, and that has driven the performance
of Asian bonds to a very good level at least for the first nine
months of this year. Since then, the Fed rate hike has kind of
caused some retracement in the local bond market and
therefore has led to a slightly lower performance at the end of
this year so far.
But we think that in the medium to long term, Asian bonds will
still be doing well. The key drivers for the resurgence of Asian
bonds are principally due to the search for yields in the current
low interest rate environment, whereby investors are seeking
additional incremental returns from different parts of the
investment universe, whereby they can get a better
diversification benefit from the assets that they own, as well as
due to the fact that the Asian economies are still doing fairly
resiliently, and therefore, has also garnered stronger interests
and confidence among investors.

Q: What is your outlook on Asian bonds in 2017?
A: The outlook for Asian bonds in 2017 I think will be a bit
mixed at the beginning of the year because of the volatility that
increased very recently due to the Fed rate hike. We think that
this volatile period will slowly recede over time and therefore
investors will start to be more confident again in coming to
Asian bonds. Bear in mind that Asian bonds had a very strong
year so far in the first nine months and profit taking. The profit
taking does not signal an end to the Asian bonds. We think that
is a natural progression for some consolidation. So we think
that over time, Asian bonds will still be doing fairly well in the
next year.
Q: What are the key risks?
A: I think for next year, the key risk will be coming from the
currency volatility. As you know, the US dollar continues to
strengthen based on the expectation of Fed rate hike so the
currency volatility would be key.
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Secondly, that would be look at the volatility within the bond
market, what are the policy actions coming from the central
banks, so as the government, in reaction to the changing
demand and supply within the economies, plus also the capital
flows that will impact the real economy.
Q: How should investors choose between hard and local
currency Asian bonds?
A: I think for investors looking at Asian bonds, naturally it can
divide into two universes, one is the hard currency and the
other is the local currency. For investors who are looking
mainly to avoid any currency risk for now and purely want to
focus on the Asian fundamentals, they should then look into the
hard currency space within Asia. For investors looking more
medium to long term, whereby they are trying to harness the
returns and the improvement within the Asian economies, they
should then look for opportunities investing in local currencies,
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whereby they can enjoy the full benefits of the bond market
returns, plus also the Asian FX returns.
Q: Will Asian fixed income become an increasingly
important asset class to global investors?
A: We think that the trend for increasing allocation to Asian
bonds will be a continuing trend. Of course we might see some
profit taking and investors making asset allocation from time to
time, so you might see a bit of adjustments here and then. But in
totality, we think that, in the broader scheme of things, Asian
bonds will still form a major part of the core decision for asset
allocation because Asian economies continue to grow and the
Asian debt capital markets continue to expand, and the
inclusion of more Asian bond markets into the global bond
universe will naturally propel more investments into this part
of the world.
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Bonds generally present less short-term risk and volatility than stocks, but contain
interest rate risk (as interest rates rise, bond prices usually fall); issuer default risk;
issuer credit risk; liquidity risk; and inflation risk. These effects are usually
pronounced for longer-term securities. Any fixed income security sold or redeemed
prior to maturity may be subject to a substantial gain or loss.

The views expressed in this video are the views of Kheng Siang Ng through the
period ended 31 December 2016 and are subject to change based on market and
other conditions. This video contains certain statements that may be deemed
forward-looking statements. Please note that any such statements are not
guarantees of any future performance and actual results or developments may differ
materially from those projected.

Diversification does not ensure a profit or guarantee against loss.

Nothing contained here constitutes investment advice or should be relied on as such.
The value of PAIF and the income from it, if any, may fall or rise. Past performance of
PAIF is not indicative of future performance. The prospectus for PAIF is available and
may be obtained from the Manager and downloaded from PAIF’s website: www.
abf-paif.com*. The semi-annual distributions are dependent on PAIF’s performance
and are not guaranteed. Listing of PAIF on the SEHK does not guarantee a liquid
market for the units and the Fund may be delisted from the SEHK. PAIF may use or
invest in financial derivatives.

ETFs trade like stocks, are subject to investment risk, fluctuate in market value and
may trade at prices above or below the ETFs net asset value. Brokerage commissions
and ETF expenses will reduce returns. Frequent trading of ETF’s could significantly
increase commissions and other costs such that they may offset any savings from
low fees or costs.

This video is provided for informational purposes only and should not be considered
investment advice or an offer for a particular security or securities. The views and
opinions expressed by the speaker are those of his or her own as of the date of the
recording, and do not necessarily represent the views of State Street or its affiliates.
Any such views are subject to change at any time based upon market or other
conditions and State Street disclaims any responsibility to update such views. These
views should not be relied on as investment advice, and because investment
decisions are based on numerous factors, may not be relied on as an indication of
trading intent on behalf of State Street. Neither State Street nor the speaker can be
held responsible for any direct or incidental loss incurred by applying any of the
information offered. Please consult your tax or financial advisor for additional
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In general, ETFs can be expected to move up or down in value with the value of the
applicable index. Although ETFs may be bought and sold on the exchange through any
brokerage account, ETFs are not individually redeemable from the Fund. Investors
may acquire ETFs and tender them for redemption through the Fund in Creation Unit
Aggregations only, please see the prospectus for more details.

The Markit iBoxx ABF Pan-Asia Index referenced herein is the property of Markit
Indices Limited and is used under license. The PAIF is not sponsored, endorsed, or
promoted by Markit Indices Limited or any of its members.
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